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PSG COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

and

PSG CENTRE FOR ACADEMIC RESEARCH AND EXCELLENCE

In collaboration with

FLUKE CORPORATION

Organises a

Short term course on

BASIC METROLOGY

at

PSG-FLUKE Calibration Centre

during

April 16-18, 2020 (3 days)

COORDINATORS

Dr. S.Kanthalakshmi

Professor/EEE

Mr. S. Navaneethan

Asst. Prof./ICE
ABOUT THE COURSE

This 3-day course covers the basic understanding on a wide range of topics that are related to metrology, measurement and calibration.

**Course Outline:**

**Day 1**
Basic Metrology
Estimation of Uncertainty in measurements

**Day 2**
DC and low frequency metrology
Electrical Calibration principle with hands-on using 5080A

**Day 3**
Principles on Temperature and Pressure Calibration with demo.
The course will be handled by experts from Fluke Corporation.

WHO CAN ATTEND

This training is ideal for individuals whose work would relate to the usage of precision measurements and calibrations or within the field of quality assurance. Prior understanding in measurement functions or having a background in quality assurance would prove advantageous for participants who possess such general knowledge.

ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation can be arranged at PSG Tech Hostel at a nominal rate. As limited accommodation is available participants are requested to confirm in advance.

REGISTRATION DETAILS

Registration fee (Inclusive of Taxes):
Participants from Academic Institutions : Rs.1500/.
Participants from Industries : Rs.2000/.

**Mode of payment:**
Demand Draft in favour of “PSG CNCE”, payable at Coimbatore.

**NEFT Payment Details:**
Account Number: 1481267367
Bank Details: Central Bank of India, Peelamedu Branch, PSG Campus, Coimbatore – 641004
IFSC : CBIN0280913
Branch code: 280913

The registration form along with the DD/NEFT details is to be sent to the Coordinator latest by 10.04.2020.
Registration form can also be downloaded from the website.

CONTACT DETAILS

**For Technical Queries:**
Dr.S.Kanthalakshmi
Professor/EEE,
PSG College of Technology,
Coimbatore - 641004.
Mobile: 9788610868
Email: skl.eee@psgtech.ac.in

**For Administrative Queries:**
Ms. R. Shanthamani
Secretary, PSG CARE
G-201, 1st Floor, G-Block
PSG College of Technology
Coimbatore - 641004
Phone : 0422-4304488
Email : secretary@psgcare.org